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Abstract. Social network sites with the increasing importance, take place in the 
centre of people’s life. By the way companies have taken place in social net-
works for the aim of both to maintain their presence in the virtual environment 
and also create customer loyalty, improve brand image and customer satisfac-
tion. Recently, Tweeter, has been prefered both companies and customers to 
transmit the message fast and clearly.  Accordingly, this study aims to examine 
the current state of Turkey GSM Operators’ Twitter usage, in the term of pass-
ing through 4.5G (IMT-Advanced) band speed. In addition to this, within the 
framework of this study focused on the Turkey GSM Operators usage of Twit-
ter as a marketing tool and how do they use it and what do they tweet about in 
the term of passing through 4.5G band speed, the content analysis is used.  

Keywords. information communication technologies, social networks, uses and 
gratifications theory, social influence network theory, tweeter, customer en-
gagement 

1 Introduction 
Within the improvements in the information communication technologies, 
computer mediated communication has gain importance in people’s lives. 
With social network sites, computer mediated communication has stepped 
into people's lives expeditiously. Individuals have felt the need to get in touch 
and communicate online with their families, friends and working environ-
ment. In this sense, having an account on social networks and being 
constantly available have become the most important aspects in daily life 
practices. Companies can reach their customers fast and inform them about 
their products and services via social networks, thus the users can retrieve 
information about services and products of the brands.  



With the effect of social media in 21st century, changes have been observed in 
behaviors such as awareness in customer behaviors, purchasing behaviors, 
post-purchasing behaviors, ideas and attitudes. Social media has become the 
focal point in consumer to consumer sharing that's why it has become one of 
the promotional mix elements in terms of marketing efforts.  

According to this situation, this study aims to reveal how GSM operators use 
Twitter, as one of the most technologic companies in Turkey, in terms of in-
forming their customers about the new technology, 4.5G. In this sense, GSM 
operators made very huge advertising campaigns via conventional media. The 
campaign has been broadcast throughout the conventional media, and the 
main purpose of this research is to reveal how the campaign have been repre-
sented in social media, especially in Twitter. According to this, social network 
sites, twitter usage, uses and gratifications theory, and social influence 
network theory in social media are the bases of this study.   

 

2 Literature Review 
With the development of Web 2.0 technologies, social communication and 
therefore community have gained importance. Within this context, concepts 
of social network, online community and virtual reality have started to gain 
importance (Jansen et. al, 2009: 2169). Transferring all web-based applicati-
ons along with social networks into mobile medium both provides constant 
communication among people, and it also points the characteristic of promo-
ting communication (Tong,2008). 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010:60) defined social media 20 years ago as "Open 
Diary", which is the oldest form of social network sites. The term was stated 
as "weblog" when it was first used, later it is defined as "we blog". Social 
media is a virtual environment that came into existence in order to form social 
interactions among users with pulling out all the stops. Social media enables 
its users to speak by providing an opportunity to be in an environment where 
people want to share ideas at specific subjects without time or geographic 
restrictions (boyd, 2010). Social media helps consumers make decisions qu-
ickly with its user generated content feature (Huang,2010). Baruah (2012:8) 
points out the advantages of social network sites as follows, sharing of ideas, 
low cost/ cost effective, less time consuming, bridges communication gap, 
important marketing tool, important customer interaction tool, important crisis 
communication tool. 

With social media's coming to the fore, communication instruments that com-
panies carry out in their communication strategies with their customers have 
undergone a change. In this sense, “Social media encompasses a wide range 
of online, word-of-mouth forums including blogs, company sponsored discus-



sion boards and chat rooms, consumer-to-consumer e-mail, consumer product 
or service ratings websites and forums, Internet discussion boards and forums, 
moblogs (sites containing digital audio, images, movies, or photographs),and 
social networking websites (Mangold and Faulds, 2009: 358)”. In other 
words, “Social media as a medium of promotion contributes, through its im-
mediacy, to a healthy and direct relation between brands and their public in an 
online environment (Baruah, 2012:1)”.  

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) have categorized social media as blogs, social 
network sites (e.g.Facebook), virtual social worlds (e.g.Second Life), collabo-
rative projects (e.g.Wikipedia), content communities (e.g.YouTube), and vir-
tual game worlds (e.g.World of Warcraft). At this point, social network sites 
put forth the motives and satisfaction related to online media usage as a form 
of social media.  

boyd and Ellison (2007:211) have defined social network sites as "social 
network sites as web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a 
public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of 
other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse 
their list of connections and those made by others within the system" and sta-
ted that the concept of social network sites refers to public discourse and clari-
fies the field where people get in touch with others and maintain this connec-
tion.  

Ellison et. al. (2007) have stated that social network sites offer people a place 
that they can exist and at the same time, they can create and manage their own 
social networks and communicate with other people in their online circle.  
Baruah (2012:8) points out the advantages of social network sites as follows: 

• Sharing of ideas: Social network sites provide their users the oppor-
tunity of sharing ideas, emotions, thoughts and interests. 

• Low Cost/ Cost effective: Using social network sites for perso-nal or 
business purposes is not only quite cost effective because of its feature of 
enabling people to reach others simultaneously, but it is also very cost-
efficient. 

• Less time consuming: It helps users manage their time effec-tively in 
terms of reaching and sharing the information needed. 

• Bridges communication gap: Social networks enable possibili-ties to 
share posts on mutual grounds and carry out activities between the people 
with the same interests by acting as a bridge. 

• Important marketing tool: It is an important medium in order for 
the companies to reach out vast majorities of people on their products and 



services. It also provides convenience to their customers to get feedback on 
their suggestions and complaints.  

• Important customer interaction tool: It creates a very im-portant 
medium in order to create customer services and to have a one-on-one com-
munication.  

• Important crisis communication tool: It is the fastest tool to reach 
out and to inform the public on occasion of any given cata-strophe or crisis 
about any corporate, company and/or country. 

Twitter has been detected as the most popular social network site according to 
the number of users.“Twitter is a "social-networking and micro-blogging" 
service developed in San Francisco and lunched in October 2006” 
(Tong,2008). Twitter is a system, which was developed to increase text mes-
sage usage in the beginning of microblogging service year, offers people to 
send messages by using “@user” syntax. In a sense, it is a new communica-
tion platform that has combined social network sites and blogs. “Twitter users 
follow others or are followed. Unlike on most online social networking sites, 
such as Facebook or MySpace, the relationship of following and being fol-
lowed requires no reciprocation” (Kwak et.al.,2010). 

In addition to providing communication with other people by creating a profi-
le, Twitter enables its user to send direct messages and allow them to follow 
other people. Besides, it is also possible to see personal messages and com-
ments in chronological order, as on a blog. Unlike other social media tools, in 
order to choose a topic and enable its users to follow those topics easily, Twit-
ter uses hashtags (#), which is the most important feature of it. Also, this fea-
ture makes it easy to know the trend topic and analyzing them. Moreover, 
retweet button, which is used to share someone else’s tweets, provide conve-
nience in communication. However, limiting the tweets with 140 characters is 
usually seen as a restriction regarding the subject that is desired to be shared. 
Therefore, when people retweet the messages they tend to make some changes 
in the main messages (boyd, 2010). 

Why people use social networks and what do they get by using social media, 
can be explained with Social Influence Network Theory and Uses and Gratifi-
cations Theory. In 1950s and 1960s, usage of mass media tools and which 
gratifications are created by this usage were defined by analyzing social and 
psychological variables. Answers to the questions of why people listen to the 
radio and why do they watch TV were sought. Ruggerio (2000: 27) claimed 
that the U&G theory has provided “a cutting edge approach in the initial sta-
ges of each new communication medium: newspaper, radio, television, and 
now the Internet”. Katz et.al (1973) explains that motivations and reasons 
why people choose to use media tools vary between users. 



Uses and Gratifications Theory which explains why people use media tools 
also guides researchers to explain consumer behaviors and motivations. Exp-
laining why people use social networks, what are the motivations of using 
them and the gained satisfaction from using social networks can also explain 
the desire for using the new technological tools. Ancu and Cozma (2009) have 
stated that social network sites offer “network” that enable its users to create 
self-presentation profiles and connect to other profiles. Uses and gratifications 
theory analyzed with computer mediated communication, it is seen that it be-
comes difficult to make a distinction between needs and motive. Besides, it 
has been stated that users choose a media tool based on personal preferences 
and motivations, and “user taste” may differ from person to person and the 
media tool (Karimi et. al., 2014).  

Social influence network theory suggests that people are affected by feelings 
and thoughts of other people in their networks and they tend to change their 
feelings and thoughts according to group decisions (Wallach, 2014: 66). The 
theory was developed by mathematician and social psychologists in the 
1950s. The theory explains how network of interpersonal effects have an im-
pact on decision making process based upon formal theory of social power. In 
1999, Friedkin and Johnsen have generalized the theory by stating that how 
effective a network is on sociological work in the formation process of an 
idea. The theory has 6 elements: Cognitive Weighted Averaging, Fixed Social 
Structure, Determinism, Continuance, Decomposability. 

Social influence network theory shows how interpersonal effects follow a 
process during the data processing through network. The theory explains how 
a group of actors’ opinions on a subject affect other people. Social networks 
can be divided into two groups. These groups are affiliation networks, and 
membership networks or hypernetworks. Also these groups can be defined as 
affiliation or involvement relation (Hui and Buchegger,2009). Social impacts 
enable other people to adopt actors’ opinions and attitudes, especially in gro-
ups, and create a common understanding among the group members or make	  
decisions as a group and even cause them to take part in collective activities 
together (Friedkin and Johnsen,1999).  

Virtual brand organizations founded via social networks and social network 
websites, have changed consumer behavior of the customers and created new 
patterns of purchase (Ioanăs and Stoica, 2014).  Consumers who consume in 
the new pattern are exposed to social influence; however, this social influence 
operates through social networks. These people who use social networks for 
many purposes such as making friends, obtaining social support also share 
information and comments about products or services with other people, 
which makes their decision making process easy and enables them to obtain 
information about products and services (Kozinets et. al., 2010). 



 “Social media marketing consists of the attempt to use social media to persu-
ade consumers that one's company, products and/or services are worthwhile. 
Social media marketing is marketing using online communities, social 
networks, blog marketing and more” (Neti,2011: 3).  Consumers have control 
in sending and receiving messages that are about companies and their pro-
ducts. Especially social networks enable customers to share and interactions 
with other people. In social networks, the relationship between customers are 
close and profitable(Waad Assaad, 2011).  Therefore, the aim of the compa-
nies today is to create consumer engagement in social media. At this point, 
consumer engagement has different components for each customer. The first 
step to create a consumer engagement is to observe, evaluate, analyze and 
measure the customers on the social media and take possible actions for the 
decision making process (Zailskaite-Jakste and Kuvykaite, 2012:195). 

Kidd (2011) has stated that in order for companies to establish social media 
engagement and maintain their relationship with the customers, they need to 
create an environment that encourages the customers to share their personal 
histories and express their opinions. Zailskaite-Jakste and Kuvykate (2012) 
have developed “The conceptual model of consumer engagement in brand 
equity building in social media” model by using watching, sharing, commen-
ting, producing, curation stages defined by Li and Owyang (2011) to create 
consumer engagement in social media. 

	  

3 Methodology 
This study examined the current state of Turkey GSM Operators’ Twitter use, 
in the term of passing through 4.5G (IMT-Advanced) band speed. The aim of 
this study is to reveal firstly, whether “Turkey 4.5G Auction” has an influence 
on Turkey GSM Operators’ Twitter accounts and second - if it yes - to exami-
ne how Turkey GSM Operators use Twitter and what they tweet about. 

According to the aim, this study is focusing on the following research ques-
tions: Do Turkey GSM Operators use Twitter as a marketing tool and if yes, 
how do they use it and what do they tweet about in the term of passing thro-
ugh 4.5G band speed?  

1. Does the 4.5G Auction in Turkey have an influence on whether Twitter is 
used or not? 

2. Does the 4.5G Auction in Turkey have an influence on the content of 
Tweets? 

3. Does the GSM Operators use Twitter as a marketing tool? 



According to the previous research (Thoring, 2011) the only research method 
adequate to answer these questions is the content analysis; bearing in mind the 
analytic aim, a quantitative, standardized approach was chosen.  

In Turkey, there are three GSM Operators called, Turkcell, Vodafone and 
Turk Telekom - Avea. These three operators are persistently competing. As 
indicated in the literature review, Turkey’s GSM internet band speed is 3G. In 
27th of August 2015 BTK (Turkey’s Information Technologies and Commu-
nication Foundation) opened an auction for 4.5G Band Speed. Turkey’s three 
GSM Operators has joined to the auction. The auction was for 20 different 
frequency package sales. For all packages Turkcell offered 1.63 billion euro, 
Turk Telekom – Avea offered 954 million euro and Vodafone offered 777 
million euro. All three operators bought different megahertz (800, 900, 1800, 
2100 and 2600) frequency band packages. This result means a very big en-
terprise and according to this result, it can be predicted that GSM operators 
will compete fiercely in marketing area. So, this study focuses on three GSM 
Operators’ tweets after 4.5G auction.    

4 Results 
4.1 Participation 

The analysis reveals that all GSM operators have at least two Twitter acco-
unts. Turkcell has eight accounts: One of them is @Turkcell, which announ-
ces marketing campaigns and this is the main account of the company; 
@TurkcellHizmet, which is working as a customer relations; and different 
accounts for various purposes as @Tcellplatinum, @superonlineTR, 
@TurkcellMuzik, @TurkcellAkademi, @TurkcellTVPlus, @TurkcellNews.  

Vodafone has seven accounts: One of them is @VodafoneTR, which announ-
ces marketing campaigns and this is the main account of the company; 
@VodafoneDestek, which is working as a customer relations; and different 
accounts for various purposes as @VodafoneArena, @VFreeZone, 
@VodafoneMedya, @VodafoneVakfi, @GeciyorMuyuz. 

Turk Telekom and Avea are mergers. At the auction time its name was Avea 
but now the company called as Turk Telekom. In this study it is considered 
the last name of the company. As Turk Telekom the company has two original 
and several fake accounts, so that it has been considered only two original 
accounts: One of them is @Turk_Telekom which announces marketing cam-
paigns and this is the main account of the company; the other one is 
@Galatasaray_TTA, which is about a specific sponsorship campaign.  

In this study, only main accounts of company’s are considered for the sample. 
These are, @Turkcell, @VodafoneTR and @Turk_Telekom.   



@Turkcell had joined Twitter in 23rd of August 2007, @VodafoneTR had 
joined Twitter in 21st  of December 2008 and @Turk_Telekom had joined 
Twitter in 3rd of November 2011. @Turkcell has 602.736 followers, 
@VodafoneTR has 606.124 followers, @Turk_Telekom has 307.427 fol-
lowers in 11th of March 2016. Turk Telekom’s follower number is half of the 
other company’s because of its Twitter join date. As being the oldest commu-
nication company in Turkey 2011 is very late to join Twitter.         

Turkcell has 4301, Vodafone has 35.626 and Turk Telekom has 2068 tweets 
at all times. Vodafone’s huge number of tweets is because of duplication. In 
the term of analyze, Turkcell tweeted 0,71, Vodafone tweeted 1,14, Turk Te-
lekom tweeted 0,45 tweet per day.  

4.2 Interactivity 

A users activity on Twitter can be examined by analyzing its Retweets and 
Replies. Turkcell has 21 retweets and 2 replies; Vodafone has 11 retweets and 
85 replies; Turk Telekom has 5 retweets and 8 replies. In the period that twe-
ets were analyzed, %15 of all Turkcell tweets are retweets, %4,89 of all Voda-
fone tweets are retweets, %5,56 of all Turk Telekom tweets are retweets; 
%1,3 of all Turkcell tweets are replies, %37,78 of all Vodafone tweets are 
replies and %8,89 of all Turk Telekom tweets are replies. Reply number ref-
lects direct interaction. According to that statement Vodafone is the most inte-
ractive GSM operator account as %37,78 reply rate. 

In the sample Turkcell tweets accounted for %16,42 of all tweets retweets and 
replies, Vodafone tweets accounted for %42,6 of all tweets retweets and rep-
lies and Turk Telekom tweets accounted for %14,4 of all tweets retweets and 
replies. This result indicates that the most interactive account in the sample is 
Vodafone, according to its replies and retweets.  

	  

Fig.	  1.	  Categorization	  by	  hyperlink	  

4.3 Connectivity 

Because of the limited length of Tweets, Twitter – more than other social 
networking sites and blogs – functions as a distributor which drives traffic to 
other sites (Thoring, 2011). As seen on figure 1, Vodafone has the maximum 



hyperlink number. According to this result, Vodafone use Twitter mostly as 
an indicator.   

 

4.4 Channels of Tweeting 

As seen on figure 2 Of all tweets in the sample most were sent directly on 
Twitter web page. Turk Telekom used also Android Phone, Tweet Deck, 
Twitter Ads as a Twitter channel. Turkcell used Twitter Ads and Echofon 
beside web channel. Vodafone used Twitter Ads, Twitter for iPhone, Perisco-
pe and a social responsibility project web page of Vodafone called “Dusler-
GercekOlsun”.     

	  

	  

Fig.	  2.	  Channels	  of	  tweeting	  

4.5 Content	  of	  Tweets	  

According	   to	   the	   figure	   3	   Vodafone	   used	   Twitter	   by	   various	   contents.	   The	  
number	  of	   “Tweets	  About	  Miscellaneous	   Topics”	   indicates	   that	   result.	   Also	  
Vodafone	   used	   Twitter	   as	   a	   social	   responsibility	   projects	   communication	  
channel.	  Twitter	  usage	  as	  a	  marketing	   tool,	  nearly	  same	  for	  all	  GSM	  opera-‐
tors.	  	  

	  

Fig.	  3.	  	  Content	  of	  tweets	  

According to the research questions, the main aim of this study is analyzing 
tweets, which are about 4.5G and marketing content. As seen on figure 4 
Turkcell used Twitter as 4.5G marketing area directly more than the others. 



By of all their tweets, Turkcell used direct / indirect 4.5G messages %17,85, 
Turk Telekom %10 and Vodafone %5,3. According to the percentage of twe-
ets, it can be said that Vodafone doesn’t use Twitter as a 4.5G marketing tool. 
As the money that operators spend for 4.5G auction, this result is not surpri-
sing. The biggest 4.5G investment is made by Turkcell. As expected, Turkcell 
has to spend marketing efforts about 4.5G technology.      

	  

	  	  	   	  

Fig.	  4.	  Tweets	  by	  4.5G	  Content	  

5 Conclusion 
The aims of this study were, firstly to find out whether “Turkey 4.5G Auc-
tion” has an influence on Turkey GSM Operators’ Twitter accounts and se-
cond - if it yes - to examine how Turkey GSM Operators use Twitter and what 
they tweet about. As the results, it can be said that there is an influence on 
Twitter messages even if it is few. As a tweet subject, 4.5G is seen on Twitter 
messages. The owner of the biggest investment, Turkcell’s number of tweets 
about 4.5G is more than the other GSM Operators. Also other GSM operators 
are investor for 4.5G technology. As their amount of investment, their tweet 
numbers about 4.5G are parallel. GSM operators used 4.5G content, mostly 
directly. Also this situation indicates direct marketing messages. 

According to the last question of research, it can be said that, as being a profit, 
GSM operators used Twitter as a marketing tool. Turk Telekom marketing 
tweets accounted for %46,66 of all Turk Telekom tweets. Turkcell marketing 
tweets accounted for %24,28 of all Turkcell tweets and Vodafone marketing 
tweets accounted for %18,66 of all Vodafone tweets. As this result, nearly 
half of Turk Telekom’s tweets are marketing content.  

In Turkey GSM operators made very big campaigns on traditional media. In 
parallel with it was expected that GSM operators would use social media as 
traditional media, although the real life doesn’t indicate the expected. As ra-
tios, there is a social media usage via Twitter about 4.5G, but the numbers of 
all tweets are very few. 4.5G is becoming a technological item, to market it, 
social media, as a technological media, didn’t considered properly as a marke-



ting tool. May be this because of the internet usage %49 and Twitter usage 
%6 in Turkey.       
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